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Design for disassembly
makes it easy to renew
and recycle a product and
its components. Via design
maintenance and repairs.
It can also be made easy
and cost-effective.

Disassembly

When the consumer
influences the design of
her ‘own’ product, it can
eliminate products never
being sold. Tailoring
will create a stronger
connection between
user and product, which
increases the product’s
‘emotional durability’.

Personalisation

Traceability and transparency. Digital technologies
make it possible to track
and document all used
materials, production
sites, transport routes,
ownership etc. CO2 emissions and other environmental measures can be
supported and conveyed
via digital tools.

Traceability

Renewable organic materials. Raw materials of
organic origin can be produced over and over, if
the farming or forestry is
run in a sustainable way
that does not degrade
the soil or over-exploit
(local) water resources.

Renewable

Digital tools such as 3D
renderings and Internet of
Things can save resources
and enable products
being turned into services
via sharing or leasing.
Virtualization of products can be a catalyst for
avoiding overproduction.

Digitalisation

When the company
chooses to produce
closer to where
renewable resources
can sourced or recycled
or closer to where their
market is in order to
save CO2 emissions.

Location

Resource and energy
optimisation. A systematic approach to minimizing resources and energy
needed to produce a
product. Includes use of
renewable energy,
exploiting surplus energy
and bi-products and reuse of packaging, process
chemicals etc.

Energy
Sourcing of recycled
materials – used or leftover. Recycled materials
help to minimize the use
of new virgin materials.
By using recycled materials, scarce resources
(often including water
and energy) are saved.

Recycled

Extended life

Maintenance and repair.
If design accordingly,
most products could
have their use and
product life extended
substantially via timely
maintenance, service
and repair.

Repair

Products that are rented
out can help to reduce
consumption (purchase
of new), increase
resource efficiency and
secure take-back and
optimal reuse or recycling of components.

Share or rent

When a product is
resold to a new owner /
user, product life is
extended and the
resources normally used
to manufacture a new
product are saved.

Resale

USE

The wheel is divided into five main phases of a product´s lifecycle and
each phase is divided into three areas, where actions to reduce negative
environmental impact should be taken.

Long-lasting products
Design to secure a longlasting product is a basic
measure to minimize
resource consumption
and CO2 emissions.
Longevity is achieved
through quality in
materials, function and
design.

PRODUCTION &
DISTRIBUTION

SOURCING
MATERIALS

Reuse of materials and
components. Reuse of
intact materials and
components – e.g. wood
from a construction site
- in a way that replaces
virgin material 1: 1. Existing products can be (re-)
designed to enable the
use of recycled material.

Reuse

Redesign helps to renew
a product by supplying
it with new components
or features, thus giving it new value and a
prolonged product life.
Renewal of existing products avoids the use of
new virgin materials.

Redesign

When a product is taken
back by the producer
to reuse or recycle the
materials the product is
made of. The return of
used products can be systematized using refund or
buy-back schemes
offered to the customers.

Take back

RECYCLING
& REUSE

The Circular Economy Wheel is a tool developed by Lifestyle & Design Cluster
to illustrate where lifestyle brands need to focus their efforts to develop more
circular products and services.

DESIGN FOR
CIRCULARITY

THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY WHEEL

CIRCULAR FASHION & TEXTILE DAYS
THIS CATALOG SHOWS A SELECTION OF RESPONSIBLE AND
FORWARDLOOKING DANISH BRANDS THAT DARE TAKE BOTH BIG AND
SMALL STEPS TOWARDS CHANGE AND THEREBY INSPIRE THE ENTIRE
INDUSTRY. AT CIRCULAR FASHION & TEXTILE DAYS 40+ PIONEERING
DANISH BRANDS SHOW THE WAY IN THE CIRCULAR TRANSITION.
At Circular Fashion & Textile Days you will experience how new ways of working
have a great impact on our future. You will meet Danish fashion- and textile
brands, platform- and service providers, that work with circularity as part of
their business model. Some of the exhibitors have built their business on circular
principles – others are in the process of adapting their existing business to
embrace elements of circularity.
The exhibition shows examples of circularity as something actual and actionable,
not something abstract: How it can be broken into tangible and actionable steps
and processes that can be prioritized and implemented into existing businesses.
THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY THEMES
Becoming circular is a process and all the exhibitors work with several Circular
Economy themes. For educational purposes the exhibition and exhibitors are
categorised into five main themes within the Circular Economy:
•
•
•
•
•

Design for Circularity
Sourcing Materials
Production & Distribution
Use
Recycling & Reuse

Welcome to Circular Fashion & Textile Days.
CEO, Betina Simonsen Lifestyle & Design Cluster

ABOUT LIFESTYLE & DESIGN CLUSTER
For more than a decade, the national business cluster, Lifestyle & Design
Cluster has been a bridge-builder between fashion-, furniture- and
design companies and knowledge institutions working with the circular
economy.
l. Follow us on instagram @ldcluster
ll. Sign up for our newsletter
lll. Follow us on LinkedIn Lifestyle & Design Cluster

l

ll

lll

ABOUT CIRCULAR ECONOMY
The thinking behind the Circular Economy is about decoupling economic growth
from increasing material consumption. To keep materials and resources in closed
loops for the benefit of the environment and society. The circular conversion
has three basic principles which are to design without waste, keep products
and materials in use and regenerate natural systems.

DESIGN FOR
CIRCULARITY

andersenandersen.com
@andersen_
andersen_dk

Andersen-Andersen

Guðrun & Guðrun

Andersen-Andersen designs and
manufactures high-quality knitwear with
reference to Danish maritime traditions
and craftsmanship. The brand focuses
on a timeless, unisex design made of
durable natural yarn in 100% wool or
100% organic cotton. The garments are
designed in Denmark and knittet in Italy.

With Faroe Islandic roots and
influence Guðrun & Guðrun designs
slow and handmade fashion based
on old traditions. Their work centres
around the natural materials, and they
have rediscovered and utilised the
local sheep wool. Most products are
knitted by hand by women globally.

gudrungudrun.com
@gudrungudrun_

How they work on circular economy

How they work on circular economy

Andersen-Andersen focus on the durability and quality of their products. The
brand makes a virtue out of keeping the resources in use for as long as possible in all aspects of their work. Their collection consists of classic ‘carry-over’ styles
available year after year.

All products are made mainly from sheep’s wool and skins, that have previously
been considered waste from the meat production. The knits are slowly made by
hand, and the sweaters or items can be worn and kept for generations. Due to
the nature of the construction, threads can also be unravelled and used in new
products. In addition, Guðrun & Guðrun actively reproduce yarns from damaged
or discontinued products to make new designs.

“We believe in doing one thing and doing it right. Our customers wear their
sweaters for many years. The combination of high quality extra spun yarn,
compact knit and a timeless design creates a durable garment. Many of our
styles are symmetrical so you can wear them both ways (no front/back) so the
wear is spread on both sides.” Their repair service extends the lifespan of the
sweaters and they encourage their customers to buy less and buy better.

The home series is based on the idea of using more local resources, namely the
lamb skins, that are also discarded by Faroese farmers. The skins are undyed,
meaning that every chair at the exhibition is unique due to the spotted skins of
the Faroese sheep.

knowledgecottonapparel.
com
@knowledgecottonapparel

KnowledgeCotton Apparel

MINI A TURE

KnowledgeCotton Apparel works with
circularity in their design process and
try to adapt this even more into their
workflow. They consider raw material,
production, use and recovery when
designing a product, from chosen fibre,
optimized production/minimised waste,
the garment’s purpose and after life.

MINI A TURE, founded in Copenhagen
in 2002, and today distributed globally.
MINI A TURE dresses children aged
0-12 years in high-performance
outerwear, complementary products,
and swimwear. During Fall 2022 a resell
function will be an integrated part of
MINI A TURE’s own webshop.

miniature.com
@miniature_cph

How they work on circular economy

How they work on circular economy

At the moment, KnowledgeCotton Apparel is working on a circular project with
Teknologisk Institut to gain even more knowledge on how to improve a variety
of factors such as; design for circularity and how the clothing can return to the
value chain.

MINI A TURE designs long-lasting products and calls for repair, reselling and
recycling instead of discarding products. The clothes are made of certified
organic and recycled materials on certified production sites. Unique production
technologies minimise resources and CO2 emission.

The fibres used in these products are recycled post-consumer organic cotton
or recycled polyester. The designs are made to return to the value chain. For an
example, the buttons used for their denim can be screwed off and used again.
Trimmings/labels/thread etc. has the same composition as the garment to make
the recycled process more efficient. The company is now trying to commercialise this concept into a wider range of their collection.

The clothes are made of certified organic and recycled materials and are free
from any identified harmful chemicals. MINI A TURE was B Corp™ certified
in 2021 as the world’s first children’s wear brand and holds GRS, GOTS, and
OEKO-TEX® certifications, too. The manufacturing is taking place on certified
production sites, securing maximum traceability and documentation from A to Z.

Rejkjær

S. N. S. HERNING

Rejkjær is a Danish textile and garment
brand established in 2018 by weaver
and textile designer Dorthe Rejkjær.
Rejkjær creates unique wardrobe pieces
and releases them one at a time. The
products are made from high-quality
materials produced locally on Ærø.

S. N. S. HERNING is a Danish
manufacturer of long-lasting knitwear.
The core principle of the company is
always to strive for excellence which
is achieved by a combination of old
knitting traditions, using only quality
natural materials, and respecting their
100+ year design tradition.

rejkjaer.eu
@dorthearejkjaer

sns-herning.com
@snsherning

How she works on circular economy

How they work on circular economy

Rejkjær’s products are aesthetically sustainable and designed for circularity.
Each product is unique and made with long durability and circularity in mind.
The products are designed for disassembly, which supports the ability to renew
or upcycle the products. Through a co-creation process, the customer can
influence colours and details in the design, laying the foundation for a longlasting relationship between product and wearer. In addition, all textiles are
made and designed to minimise waste. The materials are mainly wool from
sheep raised locally.

Making strong products has always been at the centre of their design ethos.
Their design has a functional core lending itself to reuse. Thus, they aim to make
something durable and worthy of love, as they consider love for quality integral
to the concept of circularity. Their use of natural and pure materials serves as a
scaffolding for this, allowing some garments to reach 40+ years.

Furthermore, Rejkjær offers lifelong repair and “take back” service for their
customers’ favourite garment pieces.

The ‘LOYAL blankets’ are knitted with machines from the 1960’es. All the raw
materials are leftover wools of outstanding quality, but where dye lots were
too small for ordinary production. They use their expertise to blend the small
dye lots, selling the unique blankets like you would lithographs.

selected.com
@selected_official

SELECTED

Xplor

SELECTED is an international fashion
brand born and raised in the heart of
Denmark. Guided by their Nordic heritage,
they create timeless clothing inspired by
modern tendencies. Every new collection
is designed at their Danish atelier under
their Responsibly Crafted philosophy with
a natural care for quality and sustainability.

Xplor develops and manufactures
workwear and uniforms that meet high
comfort, functionality, and durability
standards. For nearly 20 years exceptional
knowledge of materials and design has
made their products stand out in the
market for professional workwear as
durable products with a long service life.

xplor.dk

How they work on circular economy

How they work on circular economy

SELECTED had their first Circular by Design capsule (a small collection of styles)
that was designed for circularity in 2021.

As an innovative workwear company and bluesign® system partner, Xplor
works to ensure traceability, transparency, and accountability throughout the
entire value chain. In addition, they aim to produce high-performing, resourceefficient, and long-lasting products from recycled materials.

With their SPRING 23 collection, a second capsule will be launched. The styles
are designed in accordance with BESTSELLER’s Circular Design Guide, stating
that products should be made from renewable, safe and/or recycled materials.
Furthermore, the products should be designed with a focus on optimised use
of resources. Moreover, the product should be made to last, meaning durable in
aesthetics and materials. Lastly, the product should be made with consideration
for easy recycling. Each style has a QR code that links to a site with detailed
style-level information.

The Mono range is made of 100% recycled GRS-certified polyester in both the
membrane and outer fabric so that the products can be recycled as a monomaterial. Trims are positioned and designed for easy removal before recycling.
The result: material use has been reduced by 15–26% compared to similar
garments, improved performance, and high abrasion resistance is maintained
for a long service life.

SOURCING
M AT E R I A L S

copenhagencartel.com
@cphcartel

Copenhagen Cartel

DAY ET

Copenhagen Cartel is challenging
the traditional ways of producing and
consuming fashion. They use recycled
and innovative fibres, materials, and
production methods, which allows them
to create high-quality, long-lasting
products that at the same time help
clean the oceans from plastic waste.

DAY ET creates products for life on
the move and is devoted to leaving the
smallest footprint possible. DAY ET
produces bags and lifestyle accessories
for modern women living life in constant
motion, and their classic tote bag is one
of the most sold bags in Scandinavia.
day-et.com
@dayetofficial

How they work on circular economy

How she works on circular economy

Copenhagen Cartel gives new life to waste materials and used resources
considered worthless and offers products that put people and the planet before
profit. The Swim and Active collections are primarily created from recycled
nylon, such as old fishing nets and other post-consumer plastic waste. In
addition, Copenhagen Cartel has developed an innovative fabric called OCN
WEED®, as their trademarked future-proof fabric, created from a unique blend
of organic cotton and seaweed fibres.

DAY ET works with recycled materials and with acknowledged third-party
certification standards to ensure more sustainable business practices. In
addition, they see certifications as a tool to provide trustworthy sustainable
products for consumers, preventing brands from greenwashing. 70% of all
new designs in 2021 were made of recycled materials. DAY ET’s recycled
product line is certified by Global Recycle Standard.

They strive to be more than just a clothing brand; a community of passionate,
aspirational, and brave frontrunners. They facilitate opportunities for people
and brands to join in making a plastic-positive choice.

The certification ensures that a product sold as “recycled” is produced from
recycled material. It also guarantees products are produced in ethical social
and working environments and inhibits the use of certain chemicals.

designagger.dk
@designagger

Design Agger

Hemp Copenhagen Co.

Design Agger is a slow fashion brand
that turns outdated garments into new
unique items. The brand strives to make
timeless clothes for modern women.
The workshop is part of their shop with
an in-house café. They sell various
products, including local produce,
crafts, and Fairtrade goods.

Hemp Copenhagen Co. produces home
textiles and apparel in pure hemp or
hemp mixed with organic cotton. Hemp
is organic, sustainable, and antibacterial
by nature. In addition, hemp needs 1/3
of land compared to cotton, requires no
irrigation, and its CO2 absorption is 2-4
times that of mature forests.

hemp-copenhagen.com
@hempcopenhagen

How they work on circular economy

How they work on circular economy

Design Agger’s workshop is mainly run by renewable energy, enabling them to
have very low CO2 emissions.

Hemp plants repel bugs and fungi in the field, leaving no need or temptation to
use chemicals to increase yields.

Raw materials are sourced from the local waste plant and nearby 2nd hand
stores that discard jeans with holes. Design Agger upcycles used textiles
on-site into patchwork-based designs. The kimonos feature many pairs of
jeans and show how upcycling keeps materials in use longer, even after their
initial purpose ends. Due to local sourcing of materials and local production,
transportation is kept at a minimum.

If new materials must be used, Hemp Copenhagen considers hemp the ultimate
material. Their producers only use a little water, labour and mechanical
processes to produce hemp textile. Any dye is organically certified. They reuse
packaging materials when possible. They only use hemp twine and certified,
recycled plastic for transportation-packaging to consumers.

Design Agger is created with a vision to create greater awareness of climatefriendly production and show customers that waste can be beautiful.

Hemp Copenhagen have experimented with Rent-N-Share solutions. However,
they still need more volume and customers need more familiarity with hemp
textile to make this principle practical.

kintobe.com
@kintobe_official

Kintobe

laøhlé

Kintobe is a bag brand founded in 2019 in
Nørrebro, Copenhagen. They are making
urban, functional bags from recycled
materials for everyday life in the city. They
feel an obligation to coming generations
to pursue environmental and social
sustainability in every aspect of their
business.

laøhlé creates garments and jewellery with
classic shapes and silhouettes with a modern
touch. The brand wants to create worn and
passed on pieces because they believe
the most sustainable item is the piece you
wear down. They use natural and/or organic
materials and produce in Europe.
laoehle.com
@laoehle

How they work on circular economy

How they work on circular economy

The brand emphasises sourcing certified recycled and naturally derived
materials down to the last detail of their product. In addition, they are constantly
looking into new material developments and developing a functional, durable
design. They also have a take-back program that offers customers to sell back
their used bags to the brand.

laøhlé focuses on organic, certified and recycled materials, and work with
natural mono-materials garments so the material can be recycled.

Kintobe puts a significant effort into ensuring that all recycled, environmentally
friendly materials used are certified. Their body fabric, lining, webbings,
reinforcement, thread, inner label, wadding, and plastic buckle are made from
100% recycled materials, their padding is made from algae-based foam.

laøhlé’s jewellery consists of 100% recycled silver, that partly comes from the
medical industry, old electronics and old jewellery. For Iaøhlé, this is one of the
significant aspects of jewellery making, that the precious material can be used
repeatedly, creating new materials from already existing. This dogma imbues
their way of thinking, both within design and sourcing, to use repeatedly.

The brand describes its aesthetics as seasonless, so they honour old styles no
longer in production. They believe last year’s shirt is as beautiful as this season’s.

paperpasteliving.com
penther.de
@paperpasteliving

Paper Paste Living

Rachel Kollerup

The philosophy of Paper Paste Living
is to create beautiful and functional
items in sustainable materials.
All products are handcrafted in Spain
and designed in Denmark by Hans Thyge
& co. Paper Paste Living constantly
searches for new methods and ways
of working for a better planet.

Rachel Kollerup is a one-woman driven
company operating fashion design, R&D
and teaching. Since 2011, she has been
devoted to investigating and documenting
eco-friendly solutions. In addition, Rachel
Kollerup has developed the teaching
program MAKE THAT CHANGE to share
her knowledge with the public.

rachelkollerup.com
@rachelkollerup

How they work on circular economy

How they work on circular economy

Torsos, dress forms, visual merchandising tools and even whole mannequins
made completely of paper paste, a material that consists entirely of water and
paper, or PU prototypes. Only two examples of Paper Paste Living’s ambition to
work as environmentally friendly as possible.

From a two-way perspective, Rachel Kollerup works with circular economy.
Firstly by researching life cycle assessments to document the impact of the
materials. Secondly, by creating a contemporary design. The work with wellfitted designs, tests of maintenance and the mechanical tests of appearance
are factors to ensure durability.

An ongoing process towards more sustainable processes and products has
always been part of the daily routine of Paper Paste Living and Pasqual Arnella.
Thanks to high-quality surfaces, there are no limits to creativity and
customization. High-end magnetic fittings and professional accessories for any
area of application round off the green product range. Mannequins produced by
partner Pasqual Arnella are sold through Penther GmbH.

The sweaters at the exhibition are knitted from soft GOTS-certified merino
wool and Oeko-Tex 100-certified hemp and made to last. The company offers
reparation service. And when the sweaters reach the end of life, the yarn can be
separated, and the fibres can be spun into new yarn or reused for winter clothing
insulation using technology from Advance Nonwoven A/S.

siffpristed.dk
@siphph

SIFF

SIG LUND

SIFF is a one-woman business run by
textile designer Siff Pristed. Since 2011
she has worked as a designer within
fashion, textile and costume design
with unconventional looks and a strong
graphic expression. In 2020 she started
working on the project ‘Anew’, now
launching it as a fashion collection.

SIG LUND is a newly established fashion
brand from 2022, founded by Rikke
Liebetrau and Mathilde Sigaard. They
use upcycled materials to create highend designs with details and attitude.
Everything is made in Denmark, and SIG
LUND aims to change how the fashion
industry does things.

siglund.dk
@sig_lund

How they work on circular economy

How they work on circular economy

‘Anew’ started as a collaboration with the socio-economic sewing workshop
‘I Tråd Med Verden’. With a common interest in finding new purpose in leftover
fabrics from the textile service company Elis. Siff started experimenting with
giving new life to the discarded materials. ‘I Tråd med Verden’ is still an essential
partner in making and handling parts of the production.

SIG LUND uses discarded textiles from Elis Denmark, a huge international multiservice provider that offers textile, hygiene, and facility service solutions. SIG
LUND upcycles workwear by cutting the discarded fabrics into new designs and
then turning them into new fashion items. They do not add any processing to
their products but use the materials as is, only cutting and sewing them into new
products.

The collection is made of recycled fabrics from linen, workwear and hygiene
industries, mostly cotton, polyester and blends. Working with scrap fabrics adds
some obvious challenges to the design process. Anew is therefore developed
with textile techniques such as patchwork, quilt, and sublimation print.

All textiles are picked up locally in Tilst, Aarhus. Based on the discarded
workwear, SIG LUND designs new products, where the fabrics are repurposed,
and their unique characteristics can shine. Workwear is disassembled and
reassembled, aka upcycled in Ikast by local tailors.

klaussamsoe.dk
@klaussamsoe.dk

KLAUS SAMSØE

VAER

The brand Klaus Samsøe consists of two
sub-brands, LEFTOVER and PULLOVER.
20% of the production takes place in
Denmark, and in 5 years designer and
entrepreneur Klaus Samsøe expects
all production to be done locally. All
products are created to create awareness
and help reduce global warming.

VAER is a Copenhagen-based textile
upcycling brand. There are currently
4 people in VAER on a mission to
fight textile waste by making textile
upcycling scalable. VAER gives textile
waste a new life by transforming
discarded workwear and jeans into
upcycled sneakers.

vaerupcycled.com
@vaer_upcycled

How he works on circular economy

How they work on circular economy

Many products are made from leftover fabrics from the interior textile company
KVADRAT. Here, Klaus Samsøe selects high-quality deadstock fabrics and
transforms them into classic and durable apparel and accessories.

VAER is creating products that are giving a new life to textiles that would
otherwise have been wasted. VAER also ensures that their products don’t
become waste by having a take-back program for their sneakers. They unleash
the untapped potential in upcycling, by developing a model that enables textile
upcycling to become scalable.

Danish industrial textiles from the steam laundries are also upcycled and
used for shirts, bags and interior products. These items are made primarily in
Denmark, along with the refashioned collection. Based on the whole mindset
of circularity he gives the old items a new relevance and a new life through
applications, redesign and refashioning. The brand also offers repair services
and generally promotes a slow consumption of textiles and fashion.

VAERs customised upcycled sneakers, include the consumer in the design
and production phase, by enabling them to choose and cut their own textile
waste. VAER focuses on creating products that are as sustainable as possible
throughout the entire lifecycle, by giving discarded textiles a new life and making
the shoes recyclable.

PRODUCTION &
DISTRIBUTION

brandtag.io

BrandTag

Censuum

The mission of BrandTag is to
empower all brands to document their
sustainability initiatives and circularity
stories and engage directly with the
consumer using blockchain. Consumers
can discover and trust the product’s
origin and business impact through
BrandTag’s technology.

Censuum is a new type of department
store featuring responsible, innovative
and exciting Danish brands, stories
and events. More than +40 brands
can be purchased directly in the
store or online. Censuum is set out to
democratise physical retail access.
censuum.com
@censuum

How they work on circular economy

How they work on circular economy

EcoTag is a blockchain-based solution that gives every product a unique “eco”
identity. Every single item carries a unique story about its sustainable attributes.
Products become a dynamic portal using smart tagging technologies. It offers
an enhanced consumer experience with access to products’ life cycle journey
and sustainability-related information.

All the carefully selected brands at Censuum have a responsible profile and are
chosen based on criteria within three focus areas; Material & Circularity, Climate
& Environment and Social Responsibility.

BrandTag is a resource-efficient SaaS solution that companies can join
without technical skills. BrandTag is constantly working on minimising its Co2
consumption as a tech company. Their solution’s private blockchain renders
greater efficiency and control over energy resources by decreasing power
consumption.

At Censuum you can experience multiple brands with a responsible way of
thinking: Bathing suits made out of old fishnets, shoes made from fish leather,
children’s shoes made to order to minimise overproduction, jackets made of
chemically tested Oeko-tex certified materials, and other styles made of 100%
recycled plastic. Censuum describes their work as being on a responsible
journey, taking small daily steps to improve. Censuum represents the categories:
Apparel, Home, Beauty and Kids.

RE-ZIP

SPOOR v/Scan-Hide

RE-ZIP is a circular packaging concept
for the E-Commerce industry. When the
customer receives an online order in
RE-ZIP, the packaging is folded and can
easily be returned when shopping or
picking up a package.

Through a strong tradition of animal
welfare, craftsmanship and traceability
back to the farm, SPOOR enables and
strengthens brands in the leather
industry to create a more sustainable
tomorrow.

re-zip.dk
@re-zip

nordicspoor.com
@nordicspoor

How they work on circular economy

How they work on circular economy

RE-ZIP is based in the “reuse before recycle” principle. RE-ZIP is creating value
for both the webstore, customer, and the parcel shop alike. Each time RE-ZIP
packaging is used, the environment is spared from single-use packaging,
reducing CO2 emissions by up to 87%.

SPOOR upcycles waste from the food industry and use it to create a durable
material. Unlike many other materials, leather lasts for decades.

The webstore purchases packaging from RE-ZIP and offers it to their customers
as an option at check-out. The customer pays a small fee for their order to be
sent in RE-ZIP packaging. After receiving the order, the customer folds and
returns the packaging, earning a voucher as a thank you from the planet.
RE-ZIP then cleans the packaging so it is ready for another circulation.

SPOOR offers hides with documented traceability. In practice, SPOOR does
this by marking each hide with a unique number. This number tells the whole
back story of the animal, which provides brands with information about animal
welfare, responsible processing, LCA data from farm level and much more.
Traceability enables to document a brand’s responsible actions and decisions
in the value chain. Besides, SPOOR is working with zeology providing leather
without any heavy-metals or aldehyde. This creates biodegradable and
compostable leather.

Son of a Tailor

sonofatailor.com
@sonofatailor

Son of a Tailor, founded in 2014 has
always been about custom-sized,
made-to-order clothing. Today, Son
of a Tailor is a clothing-tech company
in-house tech, pattern making and
supply chain experts. Their approach
eliminates overproduction and extends
the garment’s lifespan with a perfect fit.

How they work on circular economy
One primary driver of overproduction in the clothing industry is seasonal bulk
production. Son of a Tailor has developed a uniquely agile supply chain and is
now offering it as a manufacturing platform, “Manufacturing as a Service” for
other companies, enabling them to establish a more continuous manufacturing
flow.
The manufacturing as a service platform offers lower minimum order quantities
and shorter lead time, enabling clothing companies to eliminate overproduction.
However, the approach also has clear business benefits such as; reduced
inventory cost and risks, increased revenue by avoiding out-of-stock and
enhanced customer-centricity enabled by easier design experimentation.

ABOUT CIRCULAR ECONOMY

The circular economy is based on three
principles, driven by design:
• Eliminate waste and pollution
• Circulate products and materials
• Regenerate nature
- Ellen MacArthur foundation

The circular economy will help us decouple
economic growth from resource use,
protecting Europe’s natural resources while
boosting sustainable growth.
- The European Comission – Environment

The circular economy, which promotes the
elimination of waste and the continual safe
use of natural resources, offers an alternative
that can yield up to $4.5 trillion in economic
benefits to 2030.
- World Economic Forum

USE/
EXTEND LIFE

aiayu.com
@aiayu

Aiayu

APOF

Aiayu is a fashion and lifestyle brand
with a focus on social and environmental
responsibility. They design clothing
and home accessories for a feeling of
elevated everyday luxury. With the use of
natural fibres and local craftsmanship,
they strive to produce products to be
worn and loved for a lifetime.

APOF is an exclusive womenswear brand
established by Danish sisters Kathrine
and Frederikke Hviid. APOF - “a piece of
favorite”- is based on the idea of creating
the favorites we all have in our closets.
The sisters create small, unique projects
and collections with the strong DNA of
APOF.

apof.dk
@apieceoffavorite

How they work on circular economy

How they work on circular economy

Aiayu focus on the longevity of their products. Rather than purchasing
something new, giving the existing item a longer lifespan by repairing a piece
contributes to circularity within fashion and lifestyle. Aiayu have been offering
a repair service for almost 10 years now, and utilize this service to extend the
lifetime of each style for all customers.

The design duo believes a thorough design process focusing on functionality,
details, and materials creates long-lasting favorites. They focus on extended
life, and sustainable fibres, saving our environment’s resources and energy.
With manufacturing located in Europe, rental collaboration, and a strong
digital presence, they strive toward minimising waste and overproduction.

At the store in Nordhavn, “The AIAYU Market” customers can have their clothing
and home accessories repaired to give them an extended lifespan to be able
to re-incorporate worn styles into the wardrobe. Consumers can have their
favourite pieces repaired by an in-house repair team, who knows the products,
materials and techniques to give styles a second life.

Their bestsellers, cherished for their longevity and versatility are strong
examples of long-lasting products where quality, function, and design go
hand in hand. These styles are always present in their collections, using
fewer resources on adjustments and samples.

Børneloppen

Conscious Warrior v/Fabricaid

Børneloppen is a circular concept that
makes it easy for families to buy and sell
secondhand. Each store has more than
20.000 secondhand items for children
- clothes, toys, books, prams, and all
other kinds of equipment that families
need.

Fabricaid is a textile agency with more
than 20 years of experience. They
provide full-service solutions within
design and production for fashion
brands and sports events. Their latest
concept, ‘Conscious Warrior’ is set to
revolutionize the way corporations
consume merchandise sportswear.

boerneloppen.dk
@boerneloppen_valby

consciouswarrior.dk
@conscious-warrior

How they work on circular economy

How they work on circular economy

Børneloppen’s concept is all about circular economy. As kids grow, customers
can sell their clothes and toys in Børneloppen’s stores - and follow their sales
online. A new family can then buy the items, and after end-use, the items are
ready to be sold again.

Seasonal slogans often limit the longevity of merchandise as sportswear. With a
strong purpose, Conscious Warrior strives to change the status quo of use-anddiscard company-branded merchandise. They make and refurbish clothes to
change hands from customer to customer, from event to event – even from firm
to firm.

Every time a customer buys secondhand at Børneloppen instead of purchasing
a similar new item, there is a huge environmental effect. Børneloppen actively
informs customers about the environmental benefits of their actions and
promotes the climate benefits of shopping secondhand. The customer can
even see the estimated environmental effect in the receipt. This invites the
customers to a conversation about use and resources.

Conscious Warrior designs and produces sportswear from certified, recycled
polyester with removeable prints. Each item is chipped to identify how many
times the clothes are circulated, thus monitoring and lowering their climate
impact, and improving their product. After each event, the clothes are collected
for recirculation, washed and refurbished with new prints.

&

create2stay.com
verdeterre.dk

Create2STAY & VER DE TERRE

Det Kollektive Klædeskab

Create2STAY helps fashion and lifestyle
brands enabling resale as a new business
model in their own or existing brand
universe. Create2STAY combines
technology and logistics services, so
brands can grow their sustainable agenda
and equity while increasing consumer
acquisition and margins in resale.

A circulated wardrobe. In physically
shops in Denmark, members of Det
Kollektive Klædeskab swap clothes with
each other. Members pay a monthly fee,
hand in clothes they do not use anymore
and receive points for their items.
The points are used to swap for clothes
handed in by other members.

detkollektiveklaedeskab.dk
@detkollektiveklaedeskab

How they work on circular economy

How they work on circular economy

Create2STAY provides a trade-back module which makes it easy for customers
to send back items. The company then repairs, cleans, and takes photos,
enabling a second life. The item is then created and put up for sale on the brands
existing e-commerce site in a new category where a customer can buy both new
and secondhand items. They enable brands with a new business model to sell
and repair more and more secondhand and, continue giving items a new life
and then produce lower volumes as a more significant part of the revenue will
come from sold secondhand items. Over the past year, VER de TERRE has
implemented a number of circular and life-prolonging initiatives, such as care
/ repair guides and a RE-LOVE store, which facilitates the sale of previously
beloved products. They also work with the transformation of virgin materials
into recycled alternatives.

In physically shops in Denmark, members of Det Kollektive Klædeskab swap
clothes with each other. Members pay a monthly fee, hand in clothes they do not
use anymore and receive points for their items. The points are used to swap for
clothes handed in by other members.
They let clothes that are already produced circle between their members.
Members bring in clothing that they never use in exchange for points. They use
the points to bring home new clothes handed in by other members. By doing this,
Det Kollektive Klædeskab extends the usage and lifetime of a garment - and the
joy the garment brings - while reducing the negative environmental impact of the
garment. In addition, they have created a strong community with their members.

Ganni

Our Units

Based in Copenhagen and owned and
run by husband-and-wife team Creative
Director Ditte Reffstrup and Founder
Nicolaj Reffstrup, GANNI has developed
exponentially over recent years with
its Scandi 2.0 sense of style full of
personality and contrast.

To Our Units, sustainability in the outer
world begins in the inner: Being the
trouser specialists behind Five Units
and Plain Units, they create trousers to
make a positive impact on people and
planet. They encourage to take brave
steps towards a better balance in life
and the world.

ganni.com
@ganni

ourunits.com
@ourunits

How they work on circular economy

How they work on circular economy

GANNI is on a journey to reduce its carbon footprint and is working towards
becoming more circular. Renting via GANNI REPEAT is one of the many steps
they have taken to help extend the life cycle and longevity of their clothes,
challenging conventional forms of ownership.

With the ambition to create trousers and take co-responsibility for the trousers’
entire life, Our Units focuses on durable materials, design for longevity, and user
engagement in product improvements and assortment.

With access to an edit of current and past season GANNI collections, GANNI
aims to give customers an alternative route to continually refresh their
wardrobe. Customers can choose to rent now or for future events, and simply
send them back for free when they’re done. If renters fall in love with their rental
and want to keep it, they have the chance to buy out the garment at a reduced
cost.

They want to secure a match when purchasing to motivate prolonged usage
and maintenance. Also, their online community inspires users to care for their
trousers, giving them the possibility to order free repair kits, send in trousers for
repair and send back worn-out trousers.
Our Units’ holistic approach to circularity includes a closer relationship with
retailers, suppliers, and opinion makers to engage the entire ecosystem to
move towards a more responsible industry.

purecashmere.dk
@purecashmere_official

Pure Cashmere

Veras

Pure Cashmere is a small Danish
company specialising in luxury garments
made of 100% cashmere. They have a
zero-waste mindset and design with
the full lifecycle in mind. Activities now
include care, repair, resale, take back
and recycle. They push the boundaries
to change the behaviour in fashion.

VERAS aims to save clothing from being
discarded and minimise the amount of
new clothing bought by making it easy
for everyone to share, buy different, and
use longer. You can swap, sell, buy and
upcycle online, in Veras Vintage stores
and on Veras Markets.
verasvintage.dk
@verasvintagedk

How they work on circular economy

How they work on circular economy

Pure Cashmere garments are designed to be wardrobe favourites and used
hundreds of times. As a starting point, all garments are made of a mono material
– 100% cashmere – enabling 100% recycle.

Veras is based on a 100% circular business model where customers can swap,
buy, sell and upcycle secondhand clothing in their stores, online and on markets.
Veras aims to transform the consumption habits from throw-out-buy-new
mentality into a circular, sustainable consumption..

To promote a long-life journey, Pure Cashmere encourages care and repair. They
provide guides, how-to-videos, extra patches, and repair-service.
Furthermore, they offer a generous take back service with revival rewards as
incentive. Depending on condition, taken back garments are categorized into
resale, repair & resale or recycle.

All pieces of clothing have been handed in from private wardrobes from
#verasdamer. VERAS don’t buy any new unused clothing; what’s out there
already is so awesome so they’re just making it easy for everyone to share what
they already have. Veras has become this huge shared closet and a space to give
you the courage to have fun with your wardrobe without damaging the planet or
your private economy.

R E CYC L I N G
& REUSE

bygreencotton.dk
@mueslibygreencotton

Green Cotton Group

Hansen Textile

By Green Cotton is part of the Green
Cotton Group, with nearly 30 years
of experience within organic and
responsible textiles. The company
prioritises documentation and labelling
highly and is known for its pioneering
work with the first T-shirt in the world
to be made of certified organic cotton.

Hansen Textile was established 1997 by
Lotte & Henrik Hansen, and is now based
in Odense, Denmark and Istanbul, Turkey.
The company offers certified products
as private label for fashion brands, sports
and retail chains, hospitals and profile
clothing and has few but close customer
relations.

hansentextile.com

How they work on circular economy

How they work on circular economy

By Green Cotton works with a take-back system where the end customer gets a
gift certificate when delivering their damaged clothing. In addition, the garment
is made into fibres that can be used to produce new clothing.

Hansen Textile is working with recycled fibres in their products. As of now, they
use 49% recycled cotton. The recycled input is OEKO-TEX 100 certified preconsumer waste collected from external garment production.

The truly damaged clothing goes to Turkey, where a process of sorting and
shredding provides a basis for textile fibres sorted in materials and colour. The
fibres are then carded several times to clean and mix the short fibres before they
are spun into new yarn. The quality can not be used as a 100% base to create new
clothing, so it is mixed with other fibres. The end product is GRS certified.

Full traceability is a must. All textiles, even recycled textiles are labeled with
OEKO-TEX 100 Standard.
Hansen Textile works in mono compositions for end of life recycling I.e. 70%
organic cotton / 30% recycled cotton for tees and sweats. Mechanically recycled
waste using zero chemicals, zero water and zero dye stuff greatly reducing the
climate pressure. The calculations made by Hansen Textile are based on Higg
Product Module 1.0 from Higg.org.

haackrecycling.dk

HAACK Recycling

Mascot & Convert

HAACK Recycling was established in
2021 by Christina Haack and Cathrine B.
Sørensen. They produce recycled textile
products from fragments that would
otherwise be sent for incineration or
landfill. Instead they use textile waste
and reinsert it in the value chain as an
alternative to new materials.

MASCOT is a Danish privately owned
company that designs and manufactures
workwear with its own production
facilities in Vietnam and Laos. They
export to most of the world. Convert is
a Danish start-up upcycling textile waste
through fiberization (shredding), airlaid
technology and pressing.

&

mascot.dk
convert.as

How they work on circular economy

How they work on circular economy

Haack Recycling utilises textile waste such as post-consumer waste and leftovers from the industry. The manufacturing process is purely mechanical with
no chemicals and uses very little energy and resources compared to obtaining
new materials. In addition, the products are produced locally in Denmark to
minimise CO2 emissions from transport. Furthermore, a flexible manufacturing
setup helps to avoid overproduction.

No matter how good textiles are designed or manufactured, they eventually
reach end of life as textiles. However the life as fibre may continue. Through a
co-operation between MASCOT and Convert, our results have shown that even
durable and complex textiles have a worthy afterlife.

Textile waste such as post-consumer waste and left-overs from the industry that
are damaged or cannot be reused is shredded to threads and reinserted in the
value chain, giving it new life as an alternative to new virgin materials—striving
to become completely circular.

Mascot collects end-of-life textiles at their customers and bring them to Convert
who upcycles these textiles into new fiber products – underlays, upholstery/
matresses, fiberboards. All upcycling processes are circular, i.e. fiber products,
can be returned and recycled.
We call it - Reduce, Reuse and Recycle. Every fiber matters.

NewRetex

Textile Pioneers

NewRetex supports a green transition
of the fashion industry, since they turn
post-consumer textile waste into new
recycled yarns and fabrics.

Textile Pioneers is a Copenhagen-based
textile innovation house pioneering
the industry since 2015. With the latest
updated knowledge on sustainable
production, Textile Pioneers supports
customers and the industry in going
from conventional to circular textile
production.

newretex.dk
@newretex

textilepioneer.com
@textilepioneer

How they work on circular economy

How they work on circular economy

NewRetex recieves clothes from Danish municipalities, textile industry,
workwear industry, laundries and NGO’S. From here they do the rest with their
partners. Every step in the supply chain. This way customers save time and
energy on getting recycled fibres that they can use in their own materials.

Textile Pioneers purely work with responsible circular textile production. In
close cooperation with their suppliers, they develop alternative solutions within
recycled materials and only produce garments made either predominantly or
entirely from waste fibres. Among other things, they create new fashionable
products from worn-out or unsellable garments.

NewRetex closes textile resource loops by recycling textil waste. They then sort
it on color and fiber level - shred it and remove non-textile parts. It is then sent
to the right recycle plant to get high quality recycled fibres. Recycled and virgin
fibres get mixed and spun into new yarn. In this way, used clothes and other
textile waste gets a new life in the form of fabric for new clothes.

Textile Pioneers take worn-out garments, unsellable stock items and even food
waste and turn them into new beautiful, durable garments.
The recycling is done using a chemically free mechanically shredding method
with minimum electricity use, one of the most environmentally friendly recycling
processes.

Upcy

upcy.dk
@upcy.dk

With an incoming stream of 1 ton of
discarded textiles daily, Upcy has begun
an enormous task of upcycling every last
fibre and discarded textile from the Danish
industrial laundry group DFD. They upcycle
textiles, such as tablecloths, workwear,
aprons and duvets into ready-to-wear styles
for, where each garment tells a unique story.

How they work on circular economy
Every day, Upcy receives 1 ton of discarded textiles from DFD. Their mission is to
upcycle every last fibre of that ton and create higher-value products from it.
Upcy is inspired by the circular economy model. All discarded fabrics are of high
quality because they have been used in the healthcare and hospitality industries
and can sustain a large number of washes. Each Upcy piece carries a unique
story from its past life, perhaps as your favourite chef’s aprons or a Copenhagen
hotel’s duvet covers.
Each design starts with the available materials: The best quality textiles are
selected for clothes, and the rest is used for products such as tables or acoustic
panels.

ABOUT CIRCULAR ECONOMY
The idea of circular economy is about
decoupling economic growth from increasing
material consumption. To keep materials and
resources in closed circuits for the benefit
of the environment and society. The circular
conversion has three basic principles: to
design without waste, keep products and
materials in use, and restore natural systems.
The change opens new opportunities for trade
and job creation, contributes to reducing
climate impacts and makes savings in both
resources and costs possible. If you decide
not to keep the catalogue, please pass it on
to others who will love to know more about
circular economy – or dispose of it for paper
recycling. Thank you.
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